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Abstract—The digital transformation of the economy and the information society affects all aspects of human activity, both in personal life and in professional and social activities. One of the important aspects of the ongoing global change is the transformation in education. This is a multi-factor problem concerning not only technical, technological solutions, but also major changes in the mental sphere. And here it is necessary to take into account the age of students, their readiness to use a variety of information and communication solutions in the organization of education, the availability of appropriate educational and methodological materials, and so on. Currently, there are a large number of examples of the implementation of infocommunication technologies in education at various levels. However, in this article we will focus on the consideration of what seems to be effective in learning at the higher education level. This allows expecting the appropriate level of competence of students in terms of their computer skills and readiness for self-mastering the discipline.

I. INTRODUCTION

The basis for studying any course in a higher education institution is a textbook or educational-methodical materials replacing it, if the course is new and based on rapidly changing source content. It should be noted that the textbook is a sufficiently voluminous information resource used for a very long time, characterized by the fundamental presentation of the material, the necessary rigor and completeness.

Thus, the basis of the course is a textbook, and the form of its presentation to students by the teacher is lectures.

Since the creation of a textbook, its writing and publication, take a very long time, it is the teacher’s lectures are more mobile and adequate form of informing the students of up-to-date information on the course.

Without rejecting in general the possibility of presenting educational information by promptly reproducing it on a chalkboard, or a felt-tip pen, or a sticker on the screen, let us point out to the most efficient and thought-out presentation form, namely, the form of a PowerPoint presentation [4]. In this case, the lecturer, depending on the course and the readiness of the students (learner) to self-instruction, should determine the method of recording what they set forth.

As studies show, the efficiency of memorization by students and the reproduction of educational information by them is higher if they record material and form an abstract of lectures, as compared with the case when the teacher gives them pre-prepared material. At the same time, the formation of the abstract of lectures by a student takes a certain time, the result of which is the “loss” in the speed of presenting the material. So, when preparing a presentation, the teacher should take into account the readiness of students to perceive information not only at lectures, but also when studying independently [5].

Based on the significant experience of teaching technical disciplines in higher education [6], it should be noted that there is a need for gradual control of the learning material mastering by students. For this purpose, the lecture-presentation, i.e. PowerPoint, has a built-in testing complex that can be used both in online and off-line modes [7], [8], [9].

Thus, the created electronic lecture-presentation (e-lecture-presentation) in PowerPoint with built-in testing complex corresponds to the task.

II. THE STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF E-LECTURES-PRESENTATIONS

A. Systems and standards of distance education

Currently, electronic education is widely used due to global development and the wide-spread use of various electronic devices: tablets, smartphones and other gadgets that allow you to receive distance learning.

Such an interest in electronic education is fully justified - learning takes place in a more comfortable and easy setting, and in some cases more efficiently than in classes organized in the usual “full-time schedule”. The basis for e-learning is the creation of electronic educational content that allows accessing educational materials and gaining knowledge anytime, anywhere and on any device. Thus, the primary task is the creation of such electronic educational content.

The structure of electronic educational content includes:

- electronic textbooks, most fully covering all the studied material;
• electronic learning tutorials covering selected sections of the studied material;
• electronic educational-methodical guidance for seminars (practical classes) and student's independent work;
• electronic laboratory works and relevant recommendations for their implementation;
• testing systems for the course being studied with questions or tasks for the possibility of independent control of the learning material mastering;
• e-lecture-presentations, structured by sections and with built-in testing complex, etc.

The contents and quality of educational material in electronic educational content, unlike the Internet, where the necessary information is scattered across different sites and is not always checked for compliance with reality, corresponds to the educational program for the specified course. At the same time, unlike the usual written summary, which the student makes at the lecture, all the necessary educational information is arranged more informatively and methodically complete [10], [11].

To create e-learning systems, it is necessary that such systems meet the most important criteria, such as: the ability to install and operate on any hardware and software platform; support for English, as well as other languages of world importance, including Russian language; support of various international standards used in e-learning (SCORM, IMS / GLC); availability of security system; unambiguous and intuitive user interface; the possibility of expanding the functionality through the integration of external modules, as well as the organization of a score-rating system of assessments; availability of features that allow the development and editing of educational materials; the modularity of the educational material (all the material for a particular course is divided into blocks or parts corresponding to certain sections in this course, which will allow to use these blocks in the arrangement of other courses that are completely different from this one) allowing to reduce the development time of the education course because once created, the object can be reused over and over.

In addition to the most famous distance learning system – Moodle, as well as the Claroline LMS, Eliademy, Microsoft Learning Content Development System (LCDS), there are alternative paid and free distance learning systems on the Russian market: ATutor, Efront, JoomlaLMS, SharePoint LMS.

Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment) is a freely distributed learning management system (LMS). Moodle allows you to create a huge number of educational elements and resources, so courses in Moodle are not just a set of lectures and tasks. The course in the Moodle system, created by an experienced teacher, looks like a structure of complementary elements that differ in their appearance and purpose. In addition to the standard elements of learning, such as lectures, tasks and tests, Moodle uses a glossary, wikis, blogs, forums and practical works that help diversify the learning process. It is worth noting a well-developed communication system of Moodle. Moodle is translated into dozens of languages, including Russian, and is used in almost 50 thousand organizations from more than 200 countries of the world.

Claroline LMS is a platform based on an Open Source license for e-learning and electronic working (e-working). Claroline LMS is used in hundreds of organizations in 90 countries of the world. Claroline is a convenient tool that allows you to create different courses and manage the learning process and other activities of students, and monitor their progress. Management and learning do not require special tools, you only need a web browser (Mozilla, IE, Opera and others), the operating system does not play a role. Platform management and learning of the course do not require special technical skills from teachers and students. The program interface is translated into 35 languages, among which there is Russian language. It allows you to create and administer courses online. Each course contains a number of tools that enable the teacher:

- specify the course description;
- publish documents in any format (text, PDF, HTML, video ...);
- administer public and private forums;
- develop ways of learning;
- unite students into group;
- prepare for students online exercises (tasks);
- manage your agenda with tasks and deadlines;
- publish announcements (also by e-mail);
- post online information about current tasks;
- view user activity statistics;
- use wiki technology to co-write documents.

To share the content it uses the current SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) and IMS QTI (IMS Question and Test Interoperability specification) standards. This allows you to reuse courses in these formats.

Eliademy makes it easy and simple to create your own distance learning courses that can be used in educational activities. The service is translated into many languages, including Russian. The Eliademy project is and will remain free, and in the future, massive open online courses will be created on the basis of this platform.

Eliademy contains the most important parts for online learning: lecture materials, discussion forums, and individual tasks. It is possible to download notes through evernote.com (an online service and a number of applications for various platforms designed to save, synchronize and search for notes) and create events in the calendar. Using such a simple service as Eliademy, teachers can create small courses of 4–5 lessons on a specific topic, upload their presentations and other materials necessary for the preparation, as well as tests to evaluate the knowledge gained by students.

Microsoft Learning Content Development System (LCDS) is a free tool that allows members of the Microsoft learning and certification community to create high-quality, interactive online courses and presentations using the Microsoft Silverlight Learning Snack. By filling in the convenient forms,
LCDS allows you to easily generate materials with wide user settings, interactive tasks, questionnaires, games, test work, animated and demonstration videos, and other multimedia resources. LCDS allows the Microsoft learning and certification community to perform the following tasks:

- rapid development and delivery of relevant and useful educational materials;
- delivery of web page content conforming to the SCORM 1.2 standard; 2004 and supporting placement in a learning management system;
- upload or attach previously developed materials (LCDS supports files of various formats);
- select a variety of formats that allow the development of advanced e-learning materials and interactive components based on Silverlight;
- develop the course structure with the possibility of adjustment at any time;
- download sample courses (need to install LCDS);
- create offline interactive elements for inclusion in PowerPoint presentations or running from a website.

ATutor is a freely distributed web-based distance learning system that allows developing and providing online courses for students. The system is easy to install. It is possible to develop themes and include various add-ins. Teachers can quickly create and structure the content of educational material for on-line classes, as well as compose and export courses for later use in other projects. Students has an intuitive interface with available modules. The system provides interface translation into Russian language.

The Efront system is an open-source software. The system has an intuitive user interface. The system is translated into Russian language, and is freely distributed, there are also certain paid modules. The free version has the following main modules:

- forum;
- content management;
- testing;
- glossary;
- library files;
- Scorm 1.2 support;
- internal mail and chat;
- comments;
- custom reports, lesson reports, system reports, test reports.

JoomlaLMS is the system that integrates with an open-source software Joomla. It has the following advantages:

- simple and intuitive user interface and toolkit;
- multilingual interface: Russian, English, German, Spanish and others;
- the user's personal page, where you can also view information related to the distance education system – My courses, My notifications, My files, etc. ;
- several levels of access and distributed administration of the educational process: administrator, teacher, assistant teacher, supervisor/parent, student.

SharePoint LMS is a distance learning system developed on the basis of Microsoft Office SharePoint Server and integrated with Microsoft Office Communication Server 2007 and Lync. Owing to this close connection with Microsoft products, the system perfectly supports most of the files that are supported by Microsoft Office, and also has a number of advantages associated with the excellent support of Microsoft programs:

- easy integration with Microsoft Office and Microsoft Office SharePoint;
- the use of communications tools based on Microsoft Office Communicator Server or Lync;
- creating an Active Directory for work;
- publication and editing of documents;
- locking and unlocking the documents (when editing);
- controlling the process of studying materials and testing students;
- obtaining and creating certificates on passing tests and educational materials;
- checking documents for plagiarism.

The most common standards of distance education systems recognized by the international standard of development in the field of e-learning are: SCORM and IMS / GLC. Standards contain requirements for the organization of educational material and distance learning system in general, allow for the compatibility of components and their reusability: the educational material is presented in separate small blocks that can be included in different educational courses and used by the distance learning system regardless of by whom, where and by what means they were created [12], [13].

The considered systems and standards of distance learning allow creating electronic educational content, which includes the various components listed above.

Let us dwell on the creation of one of the most important components of electronic educational content, namely the creation of e-lectures-presentations with built-in testing complex. The main advantage of such lectures-presentations is sufficient completeness of the material presented in a particular discipline with the possibility of introducing video and audio explanations, constant accessibility through the use of various electronic devices (computer, laptop, tablet, smartphone), the ability to quickly select any section for more in-depth study, and possibility of independent control of learning material mastering.

B. The creation of e-lectures-presentations

The basis of learning is a textbook – the result of the interaction of the most qualified and experienced teachers and researchers during meetings, discussions and considerations of various scientific problems, as well as on the basis of their scientific articles and monographs. Taking into consideration the existing multi-level education system in Russia, it is believed that a textbook at a high scientific level represents the description of the corresponding discipline.

On the basis of the textbook e-lectures-presentations are formed, reflecting what students can display in real-time in their
notes when studying the relevant discipline, based on the classroom hours and total amount of hours devoted to studying this subject according to the curriculum. E-lecture-presentations are used for a concentrated display of the discipline under study. In addition to the traditional presentation of material in the form of texts, graphs and formulas, it is advisable to use multimedia tools and game plots in them [14]. It is recommended to structure e-lecture-presentations into sections, which should be “equipped” with testing questions or tasks [15].

Thus, when creating an e-lecture-presentation, the teacher must carry out certain stages, shown in Fig. 1, namely:

1) Break the content of educational material (textbook) into fragments corresponding to certain sections of the discipline.
2) On the basis of the obtained fragments form an abstract of lectures using traditional or electronic media.
3) Determine for each fragment the key positions in the form of text, graphs, formulas, drawings, which will be placed on the slides of the lecture-presentation.

![Fig. 1. Stages of creating an e-lecture-presentation](image)

4) Create a script of the e-lecture-presentation and, on its basis, create slides of the lecture-presentation using the data from item 3.

5) Prepare a multimedia accompaniment for each slide, using audio and video explanations, as well as involving virtual characters that contribute to a better perception of the studied material by students.

6) Create a testing complex for the studied sections of the e-lecture-presentation based on the prepared questions and tasks.

7) Based on the data of items 4, 5 and 6 create a complete e-lecture presentation.

The first three stages of creating an e-lecture-presentation, as well as writing a script, are related to the teacher’s professional activities, and are a preparatory stage, therefore, they are not considered in this article.

The fourth stage is to create slides for the e-lecture-presentation based on the materials that were obtained during the preparatory actions. Slides can be of varying difficulty. Consider this on the example of the Russian-language e-lecture-presentation on the course “Theory of information and coding”.

The simplest and less time-consuming option is a slide with a consistent display of a text message. For example, what is studied in this discipline; definitions of various concepts used in the discipline; examples with leading questions; various statements and so on and so forth. Fig. 2 shows some of these slides.

Another and the most difficult and time-consuming variant of a slide is a slide with changing image parameters. With the help of such slides, it becomes possible to explain a number of processes that could not be intelligibly explained using static images or graphs, as well as a text message.

![Fig. 2. Example of slides with a simple text message](image)
For example, the process of analog-digital and digital-analog signal conversion, the process of operation of various coders, the process of forming the oscillogram on the screen and so on.

Creating such a slide is shown in Fig. 4 as an example of the inverse conversion of a digital signal into an original continuous signal – a digital-analog signal conversion.

Creating such slides requires a lot of experience in PowerPoint, but allows you to make the learning material much more understandable and accessible.

The next step in creating slides for an e-lecture-presentation is multimedia accompaniment for each slide using audio and video explanations, as well as involving virtual characters.

For a better perception of the studied material by the students, the slide can be voiced, which will significantly expand the information provided, and present relevant explanations or examples. Video explanation will allow to bring an e-lecture-presentation to the version of the lecture with the presence of a teacher. But we must remember that the addition of such multimedia accompaniment significantly increases the total size (volume) of the finished file, therefore the most accurate and compact presentation of the material is necessary for explanations. For example, the total volume of the e-lecture-presentation without voice explanation is 65 Megabyte for 300 slides. On average, the weight of each slide without soundtrack is 200 Kilobyte. The added voice explanation increases the volume of the entire presentation to about 320 Megabyte. And on average, the weight of one slide with voice explanation is already 1.1 Megabyte (~ 3 minutes duration) [16].

In addition, you need to know that not all audio and video formats are supported for embedding in PowerPoint. For video, the most universal formats are AVI or WMV files. If it is impossible to insert a sound or video file, it must be converted to the recommended format.

As experience shows, the involvement of virtual characters (gif-animation) also helps to increase the interest of students to the e-lecture-presentation, which has a positive effect on the adoption of the studied material and subsequent control. Creating virtual characters is another most difficult and time-consuming stage, requiring skills to work with various video or photo editors. It is possible to install such editors as a special software product on a personal computer and use them in the off-line mode, or use on-line editors available on the Internet.

The sixth stage is the preparation of questions and the creation of a testing system. The preparation of test questions and tasks for the studied sections as the first stages is also the professional activity of the teacher, it can also be attributed to the preparatory stage, which is not considered in this article.

Creating a testing complex in PowerPoint based on the prepared test questions and tasks already requires the

![Fig. 3. Example of slides with inserts of various formulas and drawing elements](image)

![Fig. 4. Example of a slide with changing image parameters](image)
professional skills of the programmer from the creator of the e-lecture-presentation. To do this, you must have the skills to work with Visual Basic for Application (VBA) – a somewhat simplified version of the Visual Basic programming language that is built into the Microsoft Office product line, as well as into many other software packages. VBA is a modern language of visual and object-oriented programming, which allows you to create your own objects and work with a huge number of objects contained in libraries [17]. It is necessary to remember that the applications (testing complex) created using VBA are a macro command, that is, a program algorithm of actions recorded by the user. This can be perceived as a security threat, since these applications are an external program component for office applications. Therefore, when saving an e-lecture-presentation with the presence of an application using the VBA language, you must select the appropriate format – .pptm, and also set the permissions in the "Trust Center" section by switching the "Enable all macros" option in the "Macro settings".

There are two possibilities in PowerPoint for creating a testing complex: using slides or special custom forms UserForm (some analogue of slides). In both cases, the created tests have almost the same parameters, but using UserForm you can achieve more safety and security of the entire testing complex.

When creating a testing complex, it is desirable to have various options for displaying test questions and tasks. The simplest and most well-known option is the choice of one or several correct answers, and the answers can change or not change their location upon subsequent entrance to the testing complex. Such variants of tests make it possible to reveal the lack of knowledge in the section as a whole, since they mainly contain questions covering the entire course. In addition, in order to remove the possibility of “memorizing” the correct answers, upon the subsequent entry into the testing complex a different interpretation both of the question and of the answers is possible. An example of such a display of questions is shown in Fig. 5.

The next option is the calculation and input or selection of the calculated value from the proposed options, which develops the students’ ability to use electronic educational material – to memorize and correctly apply the necessary formulas and graphs. Upon subsequent entry into the testing complex, it is possible to change the source data – numerical values. An example of such a display are the tests presented in Fig. 6.

Another option is to construct a logical chain of answers, as well as the task of establishing compliance, which allows developing logical thinking, which is required in many life situations, as well as in solving complex technical problems. Upon subsequent entry into the testing complex, it is possible to change the position of the task images, as well as other source data. Fig. 7 shows an example of the display of such tests.

The next option to display tests is the constructing of flowcharts, and making correct statements, which allow to develop flexibility and originality of thinking, to establish patterns.

![Fig. 5. Example of a test with the choice of one or several correct answers](image)

![Fig. 6. Example of a test with the calculation and input or selection of the calculated number from the proposed options](image)
Upon subsequent entry into the testing complex, it is possible to change the initial position of the source data used to construct flowcharts or statements. Fig. 8 shows an example of the display of such tests.

Another option is the construction of formulas from the source data, which develops the ability of students to memorize complex formulas (which is useful for further mastering of the course) and special attention, since it is necessary to make an expression in a clearly defined order, taking into account all the necessary signs: multiplication, division, summation, subtraction. Upon subsequent entry into the testing complex, it is possible to change the initial position of the source data used to construct the formula. Fig. 9 shows an example of the display of such tests.

In addition, it is possible to create tests combining several options of the display discussed above. An example of the display of such test is shown in Fig. 10.

When implementing a testing complex, it is possible to clock the answers, take into account the amount of erroneous answers, and based on these results, display a report that reflects the time spent on executing tests, the total amount of questions asked, the amount of erroneous answers, and numbers (or task text) of those questions where mistakes are made. Such a report will allow students to draw attention to the existing gaps in their knowledge and to pay more attention to re-studying exactly the educational section where mistakes were made. The report can be displayed on the screen, printed or saved to a file.
The seventh and final stage is the integration of all previous parts into a single e-lecture-presentation.

III. CONCLUSION

The study demonstrated constructive ways to create e-lectures-presentations, supplemented by a testing complex based on widespread software products. In addition, the solutions were proposed that provide audio support for the lecture material, which contributes to a better perception by students in their independent work and repetition of what was considered in the lectures during the classes with a teacher.

There are also various options for creating tests that form not only formal skills of memorizing correct answers for students, but also the ability to reason and search for the right logical solutions.
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